Cloud Services

WORKPLACE PURE

RETHINK PRODUCTIVITY
WITH SMART BUSINESS SERVICES
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Workplace Pure. Pure cloud. Pure productivity.

THE PERFECT MATCH FOR
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
Nobody likes dealing with paperwork, but it can feel like an unavoidable aspect
of office life. Scanning endless sheets of documentation, retyping printed files,
translating documents, converting files from one format to another - these are
some of the most repetitive and time-consuming daily tasks.
Now you can simplify all these everyday activities with Konica Minolta Workplace
Pure. A highly secure cloud-based platform, Workplace Pure offers a wide range
of smart services that make working life easier. So you and your employees will no
longer be distracted from the bigger picture.
Just as you use a variety of apps on your smartphone to meet your needs,
Workplace Pure lets you access a range of services on the devices you use at
work. Take your pick from an ever-evolving range of services that simplify the
everyday and help everyone be more productive. Managing users and services is
straightforward, and users have easy access to their allocated services wherever
they are, on smartphones, tablets, laptops, desktops and bizhub multifunctional
printers (MFPs).

Workplace Pure is the change you need to rethink the way
you handle routine tasks and help everyone get more done
every day. And as a pure cloud platform, it integrates
perfectly with your cloud-first strategy and supports your
digital transformation agenda.
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Workplace Pure. Pure cloud. Pure productivity.

SMARTER, MORE EFFICIENT
BUSINESS PROCESSES
Need to speed up admin tasks?

Concerned about security?

If you want to focus on your core business instead of
spending time on document admin and workflows,
then Workplace Pure is right for you. You get free
access to a cloud-based platform that supports your
document management processes and enhances
transparency.

High levels of security, data encryption and pseudonymisation of personal user data form the basis
of the Workplace Pure platform, which is hosted in a
German data centre that’s certified to ISO 27001. You
can rest assured that your Workplace Pure ecosystem
is automatically updated and always complies with
the latest security standards.

Want to pay only for what you use?
You don’t have to worry about investing in new IT
hardware or software: access to Workplace Pure is
free, and you pay only for the services you use. As
soon as you register on the platform, you can start
using free trials of services to check they meet your
needs and expectations.

“The implementation itself was remarkably
simple. As a cloud-based platform, there was
no need to install software onto devices or
within the existing IT infrastructure.”
M. Ángeles de Pedro
Corporate Development at Global Omnium

Want to avoid complex user and access
management?
Managing users and access is straightforward. Simply
connect Workplace Pure to your existing Cloud Identity Provider (IdP) to streamline user management
and authentication. You can integrate your user
directory from Google Workspace, Microsoft Azure,
Okta, Auth0 or Ping Identity. So you don’t have to
manage users separately; or spend time administering software licences and performing updates and
maintenance. It’s simple for users, too, who simply log
in to their Workplace Pure services with their existing
IdP accounts.
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WORKPLACE PURE:
SIMPLIFY YOUR EVERYDAY
The Workplace Pure service portfolio is constantly being updated and expanded.
Here are just some of the productivity-boosting services already available to simplify
your everyday.
Convert

Cloud Print

Do you often find you have digital documents — like
Excel charts or multi-page documents — that you need
to edit or work with electronically? With Convert, it’s
quick and easy to create an editable Word or Excel file,
or a searchable PDF/A file, from any digital document
and you can convert a non-editable PDF into an editable one.

Would you like to simplify your print environment
without compromising on security? Cloud Print gives
you ultimate flexibility through location-independent
secure printing from various applications, with fast and
easy deployment.

Translate
Do you dream of being able to translate a document
from another language simply by pressing a button?
Translate is an AI-powered machine translation service
that lets you instantly translate simple as well as
complex or extensive documents. The translation is
delivered as an editable document, with the original
page layout (including tables, graphics, images and
so on) retained as far as possible. It’s fast, reliable and
accurate.

Choose from a range of cloud print options to suit your
business needs. Print directly from an application (like
Microsoft Word), via a browser on your smartphone or
tablet, or from your Google environment or via Microsoft Universal Print. Print jobs are sent to Workplace
Pure for users to release at a bizhub MFP using secure
follow-me authentication.
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Secure Guest Print

Fax

Even if you’ve already optimised the security of
your print infrastructure, letting visitors print their
documents may still be a challenge. Secure Guest
Print makes it easy for visitors to print from their mobile
devices in a secure way. They just send their document
to a pre-defined email address, and receive a PIN code
that lets them release the printout at an MFP. Perfect
for hotels, libraries, the educational sector and more,
Secure Guest Print can help any business stay secure
while giving guests and visitors the print capability
they need.

Ready to get rid of the hardware and operating costs
and inflexibility of your conventional fax solution? The
cloud fax service provides a web front-end for faxing
on any device, including bizhub MFPs. You can choose
to receive incoming faxes by email, or to print them via
follow-me or direct print. For outgoing faxes, you have
easy access to your personal or global address book.
Central archiving provides full transparency of your fax
history. Make faxing smart, simple and flexible.

Smart Scan and Smart Copy
These services make it easy to scan and copy
documents in your Workplace Pure environment.
They’re the perfect complement to Cloud Print,
allowing you to set up an all-in-one environment
via Workplace Pure on your bizhub MFP.

EasyFlow
EasyFlow is a simple way to transform manual and
paper-based approval processes — such as invoices,
contracts and holiday requests — into efficient digital
workflows that allow you to speed up approval cycles,
avoid the risk of documents going astray, and make it
easier for dispersed teams to get things done.

Worplace Pure* is verified by Google as a
Chrome Enterprise Recommended partner.
* Workplace Pure used to be called bizhub Evolution.
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Scan to External Cloud Storage

Markomi

Would you like to streamline scanning of documents
to cloud storage services like OneDrive™, Dropbox™,
SharePoint Online™ or GoogleDrive™? It’s easy,
when you connect Workplace Pure directly to your
external cloud storage services. You can scan paper
documents on a networked bizhub MFP, or upload
files via your desktop and save them in the external
cloud storage. You can even combine this service
with other Workplace Pure services, like Translate;
and print documents directly from your cloud
storage services.

Running professional cross-media marketing
campaigns traditionally takes time and requires
specialist IT and marketing knowledge. Now
anyone can do it, with Markomi. In just a few
steps, Markomi helps you create, deploy
and manage campaigns. Making effective
communications with your customers almost
effortless.

Announcements
In any organisation, distributing information
can be a challenge. Solve it, with the integrated
Announcements function. It lets you send
messages to bizhub MFPs, where they will pop
up on the screen for everyone to see.

HOW TO GET STARTED WITH WORKPLACE PURE
Working with Workplace Pure is as easy as 1-2-3. After internal authorisation through
an administrator, users can have access to a broad range of services via web browser
from any device.

ACCESS VIA
Cloud Services

MFP

ADMINISTRATOR
INTERNAL
AUTHORISATION

WINDOWS

CONVERT

SECURE GUEST
PRINT

CLOUD PRINT

TRANSLATE

MAC

USER

LAPTOP

SMARTPHONE

TABLET
Find many more services on the Workplace Pure platform.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS – Workplace Pure*
Supported web
browsers ( JavaScript support
must be activated)

Microsoft Edge
Google Chrome
Safari
Firefox

Minimal requirements
Internet connection

6 Mbit/s Downstream and 1 Mbit/s Upstream

Minimal requirements
multifunctional device

The multifunctional system has to be optimised for Internet access
and the web browser activated. The IP can be set to static or dynamic. If the system is connected via a proxy, standard authentication is
supported.

Supported mobile devices

The mobile device has to be optimised for Internet access and be
equipped with a browser.

For additional information regarding the technical requirements as well as supported systems, go to
https://workplacepure.com/en/help/docs/specifications
*Company registration required.

Discover more and visit our website:
konicaminolta.eu/workplace-pure

Try Workplace Pure for free
and convince yourself from
its simplicity. Register here:
https://workplacepure.com

OUR PROMISE
At Konica Minolta, we believe work is about people, spaces and technology to
enable smarter ways of working, gain better corporate insights and help with
progressing to a more agile way of working.
As a global company with a strong local service network in over 150 countries, we
can help you reach the next level in the digital maturity of your organisation. The
breadth of our solutions, products and services gives us a unique ability to solve
your business’s problems.

Konica Minolta Business Solutions Europe GmbH, Europaallee 17, 30855 Langenhagen, Germany
www.konicaminolta.eu
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Our role is to be an indispensable partner to help you create an intelligent
connected workplace.

